Sherwood Success Stories
Hereford has been identified
by the government-funded A
Level Performance System as one of the top ten
institutions for value-added examination results.
What staff say:
• IT staff have had no problems that I
know of and the SQL database is an
improvement on the old system
• This year we tested 950 over five days
running about 20-60 simultaneously in
three or four locations
• We found the SAS was easy to
administer — Before the SAS we used
bksb
• The management tools were fine once we
had mastered them. Inputting data was
very simple
• We found the SAS reports useful at all
levels
• Literacy and numeracy tutors analysed
report data and called in low achievers.
Learning support used the reports to
create a picture of the student's level of
achievement
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Buckinghamshire New
University is proud to
provide quality, inclusive
relevant higher education. What staff say:
Assessed 374 students 30 at a time over
three days at two campuses. Another
100 tested later in term
Previously using nothing standardised
bar some in house paper based initial
assessments but much better to have the
student's tested online
We found the SAS to be rapid and useful
and where impressed by the consistency
of results over time
Group reports are good for group tutors
to see the spread of ability at a glance
Individual reports form a good basis
for initial planning conversations with
students. Students are surprised
and usually impressed by the detail
and accuracy in them. We use them
in conjunction with learning styles
questionnaires
Course tutors receive group reports and
results are analysed and presented to
senior management. At risk students are

identified and learning development then
works with them. The brightest students
are identified and their attendance and
progress monitored. Any puzzling results
may mean students are referred on, e.g.
for dyslexia screening
Halesowen is a tertiary college
located to the west of Birmingham
and has over 9,000 enrolments.
What staff say:
• 1,700 learners tested during
two induction days
• Tested groups of between 200 and 300
simultaneously across a college-wide
network
• Course lists and registration details
imported into the SAS from our MIS
system (Microcompass QLS)
• All reports printed off within one or
two days. Personal tutors had reports
available for the first group meeting
• Made extensive use of group reporting.
Exported group reports so they could be
analysed further in Excel
Hartlepool
Sixth
Form
College is Hartlepool’s only
specialist sixth form college and
offers a wide choice of academic courses at AS
and A Level, along with GCSEs, BTEC, and the
new 14-19 Diplomas. What staff say:
• IT staff found the SAS straightforward to
setup with the help of an on-site visit
• Tested 400 students in one day over
three buildings
• We found the SAS very quick and time
saving — no marking!!
• Found the traffic light system of reporting
very easy to interpret — it certainly helps
us target those needing learning support
• Using the reports we offered learning
support to those students identified as
having below average lit/num skills so it
benefitted learning support staff which
in turn benefits the subject tutors as the
student should progress well with their
studies. Senior management benefit as
the students’ value added improves
• Most students were OK with the test and
found it straightforward

Contact us now to book a FREE
no obligation on-site demo

Sherwood
Initial
Assessment
For over a decade the Sherwood
Test Series has helped staff tasked
with initial assessment.

Literacy, Numeracy & ICT

ü Skills for Life
ü Functional Skills
ü Key Skills
The test series consists of short,
centrally managed, web-delivered
tests that help you assess core
skills in around 15 minutes.
They offer a secure, cost effective
norm-based solution for the initial
assessment of large groups.
Computer-scored reports quickly
enable you to see how a learner is
performing against nationally
recognised standards and others
on the same course. Questions
are based on the latest DfE and
Ofqual criteria for functional and
key skills and cover all levels.
Let us help you make early and
informed judgments to ensure
valuable resources are targeted
effectively.
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The Sherwood Test Series
Why is the Sherwood Test Series better?
Sherwood tests are based on sound psychometric principles and have
been developed by Chartered Psychologists working with specialists in
education and training. Comparative norm-based reports quickly enable
you to see how a learner is performing against nationally recognised levels
and against others on the same course. With a single mouse click you can
compare a learner, or group of learners, against a higher or lower ability
level without the need to retest.
The Sherwood Ability Screen (SAS) — Literacy & Numeracy
Our most popular test, the SAS, assesses core Literacy and
Numeracy skills in around 15 minutes. It is mapped to the latest
DfE and Ofqual criteria for both functional and key skills across all
levels.
Literacy covers the ability to:
• Speak, listen and respond
• Read and comprehend
• Write to communicate
Numeracy covers the ability to:
• Interpret numbers
• Calculate with numbers
• Communicate with numbers
The Sherwood Technology Aptitude Test (STAT) — ICT
The STAT assesses a combination of skills, abilities and aptitudes
related to ICT.
The STAT assesses:
• Practical and theoretical ICT knowledge
• Ability to use common applications
• Potential, or cognitive ability, to acquire the skills to use
ICT effectively
• Mouse and keyboard control

Benefits for Learning Support Staff
• Computer-based initial assessment the
easy way
• Tests cover the core skills of literacy,
numeracy & ICT
• Partner inventories evaluate learning
styles & working preferences
• Quick to administer at around 15 minutes
• Based on latest DfE & Ofqual
standards
• Suitable for assessing Skills for Life,
Functional Skills & Key Skills
• Easily screen the whole of your intake
• Test unlimited numbers simultaneously
• Tests delivered in a web browser
• Low cost per learner
• Purchase tests in the series together or
individually
• On-site installation & training day
included in price*
Benefits for Learners
• Appealing questions make use of text,
graphics & audio
• Reliable & fair with proven psychometric
attributes
• Takes into account speed of answering
• Compare against local or national
standards
• Covers all ability levels – self-paced
administration

Benefits for Senior Management
• Computer-scored reports available
immediately
• Centralised management from your own
desk!
• Clear & concise one page summary
reports
• Group reports by course or support
programme
• Customise report layout & content
• Export to Excel for further analysis
• Flexible pricing structure
Benefits for Technical Staff
• Import & export from/to existing MIS/ILR
systems
• Either pre-register or use kiosk mode
where learners input their own details
• XML & HTML based reporting options
• Scalable to meet your needs – fully
networkable
• Works with Microsoft SQL Server/Express
• Robust & proven in the field – even with
large numbers
• Modest hardware requirements
• High quality simple-to-follow printed
documentation
• Help system based on video clips saves
staff time
• Free software & norm updates for life
• Comprehensive free technical support

Other tests available in the series include:
• The Task Approach Preferences Inventory (Learning Styles)
• The Sherwood Coping Strategies Questionnaire
• The Sherwood Career Choices Questionnaire
• The Sherwood Career Fulfilment Inventory
All tests are delivered, scored and interpreted by our own specialised
software and are fully networkable. Results are available instantly and
securely from anywhere within your organisation!
Tests in the series can be used together or individually, on entry or shortly
after, to predict course success. Our tests are forward-looking in that they
predict how well a learner will cope with the requirements of a course,
training programme or job.
With prices starting at £495+VAT for a site licence they offer a
cost-effective solution for training providers of all sizes.
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